Opening Ceremony
Opening Ceremony Murabba Operations

Overview of Operations

LEGEND

- VIP Route
- VIP pick up and drop off
- Contingency parking for VIP
- General Delegatees drop off area
- Bus staging area
- Police support
- VIP parking will be monitored by our traffic marshal
- VIP drop off area is designed to hold 21 parking slots
- General Delegated Ingress and Egress
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VIP Operations Overview

VIP drop off area is designed to hold 21 parking slots

VIP ingress route

VIP egress route

Contingency VIP parking is used once VIP parking is full

All of our fleet have vapp’s to identify the fleet

NOTE
VIP parking will be monitored by our traffic marshal

NOTE
Only drop off will be allowed in VIP area if VIP parking is full

LEGEND

Drop off area is managed by our supervisor

VIP drop off area is designed to hold 21 parking slots

VIP ingress route

VIP egress route

Contingency VIP parking is used once VIP parking is full

All of our fleet have vapp’s to identify the fleet

NOTE
VIP parking will be monitored by our traffic marshal

NOTE
Only drop off will be allowed in VIP area if VIP parking is full
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VIP Operations

VIP operational plan

VIP entrance route
VIP exit route
VIP entry route
VIP drop-off area

Legend

- VIP parking entrance will be monitored by our traffic marshal
- Drop off area is managed by our supervisor
- VIP ingress route
- VIP egress route
- VIP drop off area is designed to hold 21 parking slots
- VIP pedestrian road
- All of our fleet have vapp’s to identify the fleet
We will be using al dalam street for stagging our busses at 17:30.

Staging supervisor and staging marshalls will be at the dalam street from 16:00 to secure the area for our busses.

The parking will be blocked by cones.

The busses will be parked in the parking area not in the road to avoid traffic jams.

The busses will move from stagging area to load zone at 21:00 till 23:30.

All the movement will be monitored as per requirement.
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General Delegations Drop-off and Load Zone Operations

Ingress plan to drop general delegates and also will be used for pick up of the guest later.

Busses will be dropping the guest at Murabba starting from 5:30.

Marshall will be on ground to guide the buses.

Load zone is divided into 5 zones.

Exit Route Staging will be used once general delegates are dropped.

Exit Route Departure will be used for load zone exit plan.

Traffic Coordinator

Transport Coordinator
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General Delegates Bus Staging Plan

LEGEND

- All the busses will be staged in al dalam street at 17:30.
- One traffic Marshalls will be at the al dalam street from 16:00 to secure the area for our busses
- One supervisor to control the movement of busses
- The parking will be blocked by cones
- The busses will be parked in the parking area not in the road to avoid traffic jams
- The busses will move from staging area to load zone at 21:00 till 23:30.
- All the movement will be monitored as per requirement

17:30
16:00

12:00

00:00
Traffic police is required in the area to control the flow of VIP and busses.

Police support needed in areas:
- King Saud road
- Prince Abdullah ibn Jalawi ibn Turki
- King Faisal road
- Al Dalam

Timing for the police will be requiring from 16:00 till 24:00 or TBC.
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Staff Overview

LEGEND

Murabba area will have marshals all over the area to control the flow of the VIPs and Buses

- Traffic marshals
- Supervisors
- Traffic coordinator
- Bus staging marshal
- Marshall will control the flow of the buses in the staging area
- Will be the traffic coordinator to control the flow of busses and manage the load zone
- Will make sure the whole area is managed and well maintained according to the plan
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Load Zone Signage Locations

Murabba area will have Load Zone signages for each zone

- Al Faisaliyah Load Zone Signage
- Zone 01 Load Zone Signage
- Zone 02 Load Zone Signage
- Zone 03 Load Zone Signage
- Zone 04 Load Zone Signage
- Zone 05 Load Zone Signage
7.16. Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 1 – Al Murraba to Hotels
Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 2 – Al Murraba to Hotels
7.17. Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 3 – Al Murabba to Hotels

[Map of Al Murabba area with various routes and markings]
7.19. Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 4 – Al Murabba to Hotels
7.18. Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 5 – Al Murabba to Hotels
7.20. Al Murabba Customer Journey

Zone 6 – Al Murabba to Al Faisaliyah